                                                "Get A Life!"   Blog #9

Did I ever tell you about the time that 'Kathleen" (my mom) ran a "Charm School"?     
What?     
I didn't?       
Well, then, just be prepared for A TALE ! ... because THIS wasn't your usual type of "Charm School", and the "students" were, in their own way, entering society, but you can bet they certainly weren't DEBUTANTES!  
Anyway...                                                                                       "Kathleen"...What a woman! She was a lady to be respected for...EVERY reason! My father, who was ten years older than her, married her when she was nineteen. He was twenty-nine. He'd been widowed when he was twenty-eight, and had two children, ages nine and seven. Now, THAT'S a batch to take on at age nineteen. But Dad chose the right woman, because"Kathleen" was a level-headed, wise, talented, hard-working dynamo with more polish than you'd immediately suspect! YOU know! Like a slightly tarnished piece of GENUINE SILVER!  
Here's "the skinny" on "Kathleen": "Kathleen" was the oldest of six children. Her parents had married when they were 16, and grandma had one child a year for six years, plus they had bought a farm, meaning that she also had farm animals, farm chores, cooking, baking, housekeeping, washing and ironing, sewing and canning to tend to...plus a husband who was very demanding and criticizing! WHEW! 
But a visit from grandpa's mother (my great grandmother) proved to be a pivotal experience in my mother's (and later, my) life. By her third child, my grandma was WAY beyond exasperation. So my great grandmother took my mother home to raise her. Now, my great grandmother was Mary  Wayne Greathouse, a decendent of George Washington's General Anthony Wayne, after which Detroit's Fort Wayne and Wayne County, Michigan are named. Mary was "a ball of proper energy", and was an unrelenting "stickler" about doing everything right! Under her total supervision, Mom learned etiquette, a subtle sophistocation that came from self-respect, values, manners, how to shoulder responsibility, plus how to garden, clean, cook and handle money. Plus, Mom had a variety of natural talents: creativity and a natural musical inclination. By the time "Mary" was done with raising Mom, Mom was "dynamite"! So, at age nineteen, Mom was going to be "Mom" to Dad's two elementary school-aged children. But within four years, my sister and I increased the family by two more. The outer walls of our, then, 102-year-old large red brick house were almost bulging! Several years passed and my Dad's two older children left home to strike out on their own. The household, at last, had one empty room, believe it or not! ...But NOT FOR LONG!
All of this previous explanation plays into "the REAL story",  which I'm about ready to tell! You just needed to know the DEPTH of the person who drives  this story...MOM!  
It was probably 1950. Mom's cousin, Morris, who had been orphaned and brought up in an orphanage, and Mom's brother, Bill, fresh off the farm, both about 18 years old, decided they'd get gainful employment as "common laborers" with the only employer in our little village: a brick factory, which was conveniently located directly across the street from our house. Neither teenager owned a car, so they needed someplace to eat, live and sleep when they weren't working. They asked Mom if they could pay for room and board at our house. She affirmed that they could, but, at that time, they had NO IDEA how that experience was going to impact the rest of their lives! Two happy-go-lucky air-heads, totally lacking even the LEAST amount of polish, they had high plans and shabby behaviors...until Mom put them through..."CHARM SCHOOL"!!!  :)
Like I said before, Morris, which my sister and I always called, "Uncle Morty", was orphaned. Despite that, he was the eternal optimist! Uncle Bill, mom's brother, was too. They were cousins and they were "buds". Two peas in a pod! Uncle Morty had red hair that looked like natually curled wire, which he parted in the middle. He had blue eyes, a WHOLE BUNCH of freckles and a separation between his two front teeth. He and Uncle Bill had the same build: maybe 5' 7", lean and muscular with broad shoulders and a narrow waist. Uncle Bill differed from Uncle Morty in that he had YELLOW hair that looked like naturally curled wire, which he, also, parted in the middle. He also had blue eyes and BIG teeth...to smile with. They had... "adventures". There wasn't even a speck of dishonesty nor meanness between the two of them, and they actually had hearts of gold!  Despite that, family members observed them in amusement because they never actually thought through  the ideas for the adventures that they had, nor analyzed the possible outcomes and/or consequences. Like I said, they were eternal optimists, just kind of bumbling through life...                                                                                                                       
Well, the two of them...the "Laverne and Shirley" of 18-year-old country bumpkins, were delivered to our house by Grandpa on a Sunday after dinner. Their "luggage" consisted of bulging cardboard clothing-filled boxes bound with coarse rope. Mom and Dad had supplied their room mostly with used furniture: a cast-off chest of drawers, one bedside table, a pair of mismatched twin beds and a free-standing wardrobe, which my dad had built. Throw rugs provided a bit of warmth underfoot to the old, dark-stained and varnished wide-board wooden floor. We had only one bathroom, and that was upstairs, while their sleeping quarters was downstairs. It was a spare room that had been built long ago onto the back of the house. Do you get it? This was NOT "The Taj Mahal"! But they didn't care! They considered it "GRAND" because this was their steppingstone to "adult life"!
Monday was a work day, and they were off to work early to get their job assignments, thanks to convenient living accommodations. Mom had packed them each a couple wax paper-wrapped breakfast sweet rolls and and lunch meat sandwiches, plus thermoses full of hot coffee in separate metal lunchboxes. 
But...It was Monday night's dinner around our kitchen table that proved to be "extremely interesting"...and PIVOTAL! It was an experience that opened eyes wide and raised eyebrows of all but the 'boarders", who were clueless regarding their lack of..."polish". 
Allow me to digress a tad, as I explain, that, starting in our high chairs, my sister and I were taught table manners and what was proper to do...or NOT do... at the dining table. My sister and I, ages five and seven, during the first dining experience with these two country bumpkins, discovered that we were WAY ahead of them, manners-wise. We had already been taught to talk softly during the meal, not to interrupt others, to chew with our mouths closed, not to slouch but to sit up straight, never to put our elbows on the table, to ask politely with "please" and "thank you's" for assistance with food, never to reach across the table or in front of anyone for items on the table, to always keep one hand in our laps while we used silverware to eat with, to never whine or complain about what was served, and to always wipe our mouths and hands on our napkins, rather than wiping them on our clothing. 
During their first dinner at our house:                                                                   The bumpkins conversed loudly during dinner, ruling the conversation: Each loudly crowing, and mentally "sticking out their chests with pride" about "now being a bachelor", not living "at home" and taking the Greyhound bus "to town" to meet some "women". As they presented their loud, harsh, rude conversation, the rest of us sat mute, gracefully eating our dinner. My sister and I knew our mother and her teachings so well!  Between us, we exchanged looks that said, "When is Mom going to bring all of their behaviors to a screeching halt?" We shot our questioning looks toward Mom's eyes. She shot back a look that said, "Don't you say a word! I'm going to be handling this!" Meanwhile Dad silently focused on his dinner plate because manners and behaviors were "Mom's department". As dinner went on, the bumpkins continued to make one big "faux pas" (translated: "Don't do it!")  after another, selfishly and wrecklessly grabbing whatever they wanted from the serving dishes with no regard for others. Their loud, rude conversation with an open mouth full of food was...sickening and appauling. And my sister and I choked back a giggle when Morris, without inquiring whether anyone else would like that very last drumstick, SNATCHED IT right off the serving platter with such lightning-quick speed that that motion was literally a blur! Since the serving platter was directly in front of Dad, he  JUMPED! , not expecting that AT ALL! ! My sister and I smiled silently, down into our dinner plates to disquise our amusement!  Mom was silent, and it was totally clear that she was assessing and coming up with a plan of action to correct their behaviors. These behaviors simply weren't permitted and weren't going to continue in our household! And because Mom had been raised out of the realm of these two, they had NO IDEA with whom they were dealing! 
Well, dinner ended. Mom politely dismissed Dad, my sister and me, but asked Morris and Bill to linger with her at the table. "UH OH!", my sister and I thought, "They're REALLY going to get it now!" We went into the TV room, which was next to the kitchen, but we didn't go far. We silently stood with our backs to the wall inside the TV room, just outside of the kitchen where they couldn't see us, and we could hear what was happening. 
Mom started to talk, and we were shocked at her diplomacy! She said, "Welcome to adulthood, but there are some important things you need to know. I know you've both lived where nobody had enough time to work with you, but I'd like to try. In a nutshell, you need to know how to get everyone, no matter who they are, to like you. You said you want to go to town and to meet some women? Like you, I really want that to happen. But, every woman in town is going to run FAR away from you if you don't have proper manners, and show kindness, thoughtfulness and  respect." In fact, she went on, "Social graces and good grooming will also make others like you. Looking bad and smelling bad, plus rudeness in how you speak and act is going to chase people away. At some point in the future, you might not want to work at the brick factory anymore. You might want to get a better-paying job somewhere else. Any employer is going to pay close attention to the way you look, smell, speak and act. There's no better time than now to practice the ways to get everyone to like you. Both of you have great potential, and I want success for the both of you in every area of your life. Are you in? Are you with me? If you are, then we'll start learning some things." After they came out of the shock from the realization that they "might"...(Shall I say it?)...be obnoxious, they agreed...well, ...".somewhat reluctantly"... that they'd give it a try. 
Then they "slept on it". Well, Mom's speech and confidence in them "might have" won them over! Had ANYONE ever cared about them before in this way? It was a new concept to them. The new day dawned, and they must have talked it over in their room before retiring, because they came to the table the next evening ready to "give it a try". The manners and kindnesses began. They tried their luck at "Please", "Thank you" and "Excuse me". (YAY!) They scored highly on those! Mom heaped on the praise. In the days and weeks that followed, the three worked on each type of manner and behavior improvement  a couple at a time, adding a new grouping every week. Those two bumpkins were performing, and performing WELL! Mom kept heaping on massive amounts of praise! That's not all: Their grooming practices started improving! Little by little, and overall, they were self-improving! Mom kept dishing out massive amounts of praise!  The response was positive! (Yeah! Mom was teaching them like she did my sister and me, spoonful by spoonful, until the entire system was complete!) Their learning what she wanted them to know was like eating a sandwich...one bite at a time! None of it seemed too overwhelming, the way she was presenting it. It was a process that was working for everyone! Mom never gave us permission to comment, but still, one evening,  my sister and me had talked it over: We couldn't resist telling them at the dinner table, "You're such good learners!" Of course, they smiled in amusement, but that, also, boosted their self-confidence and enthusiasm to keep improving! Swearing disappeared from their everyday speech and, with Mom's suggestions, they started to figure out different ways to say what they needed to say. Kathleen NEVER shrinked back from heaping on the praise! A VERY tight bond was there, between the three of them, and they were headed for SUCCESS! 
Kathleen moved on with the "Charm School"! They were learning the " Common Courtesies". She had them pulling out chairs for ladies who were being seated at the table. (Even my sister and I got OUR chairs pulled out in order to be seated!) She had them opening all doors, including car doors for ladies, as well as helping them on and off with their coats, jackets or sweaters. Of course, they learned to direct the ladies to enter a door ahead of them, while they held the door. Praise, praise and MORE praise was always heaped on. She had them listening carefully to what others said without interrupting. She taught them that other peoples' feelings matter, and to never squish those feelings. 
Out came the shoe polish, the ironing board and the nail file! They waxed up those shoes until you could see your reflection in their surfaces! She taught them how to iron a shirt and make a sharp crease in a pair of dress pants. Then she said that, no matter what kind of work you do, you need to pay attention to scrubbing your hands with a soapy brush to remove all dirt, and to pay attention to filing your nails so they have smooth edges.   
Let's put it THIS WAY: Those two had miraculously turned into "GENTLEMEN" in... every... sense! The loving mother that she was, Kathleen had been THE ONE PERSON in their lives who had taken the time to show them how to have a better life. It didn't cost any of the three of them even a cent, but the training and the caring was worth more money than there is in the entire world! 
Never underestimate the power of a good woman!          
                                                                                                                              


